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Glimpses   
2:30pm,   April   18,   Phoenix   Conservatory   of   Music   

TICKETS   

Violinist    Sarah   Off    is   an   innovative   and   passionate   performer   and   educator.    She   regularly   
performs   as   soloist   and   chamber   musician   and   is   a   founding   member   of   the   Three   Corners   
Piano   Trio,   and   former   member   and   co-founder   of   Tandem   Duo.    Sarah   has   performed   in   
Iceland’s   Harpa   International   Music   Festival,   Manchester   Music   Festival   in   Vermont,   Music   in   
the   Mountains   Festival   in   Colorado   and   as   a   soloist   with   the   Boulder   Symphony,   Colorado   
Symphony   “Up   Close   and   Musical”   and   Music   in   the   Mountains   Conservatory   Chamber   
Orchestra.     
  

A   passionate   educator,   Sarah   serves   as   Assistant   Professor   of   Violin   and   Music   Business   at   
University   of   Northern   Colorado,   as   well   as   co-founder   and   Artistic   Director   of   the   Mt.   Blanca   
Summer   Music   Conservatory   in   Colorado.    An   ardent   advocate   for   new   music,   Sarah   frequently   
commissions   and   performs   new   works   and   has   collaborated   with   the   American   Composer  
Alliance,   Pendulum   New   Music   Ensemble,   and   the   Arizona   Contemporary   Music   Ensemble,   
among   others.    She   is   currently   working   on   several   recording   and   performance   projects   with   
composer,   Dylan   Fixmer,   including   premieres   of   his   work   for   the   Japanese/American   New   Music   
Festival   in   Kyoto,   Japan,   and   the   University   of   Northern   Colorado   Open   Space   New   Music   
Festival   in   the   2021/2022   season.       www.sarahoffmusic.com     www.DylanFixmermusic.com   
  

"Alone"   -   Solo   Violin   Works   by   Dylan   Fixmer   
1. Alone   
2. Chasing   Shadows   
3. Three   Short   Pieces   for   Solo   Violin   (2008)   

1. Rag   
2. An   Old   Bow   Bends   in   New   Ways   
3. Gabby’s   Gift   

4. Three   Short   Pieces   for   Violin   (2020)   
1. Sarah’s   Kite   
2. Shooting   Starts   
3. Lucky   Shoe   

  

https://oh-my-ears.square.site/
http://www.sarahoffmusic.com/
http://www.dylanfixmermusic.com/


  
5. “Dear”,   
6. Three   Short   Pieces   for   Solo   Violin   (2018-2020)   

1. The   Golden   Bee   
2. Ultimatum:   a   Letter   
3. Iomprior   Croi   

  
  

Jordan   Lulloff     is   a   Chicago-based   saxophonist   who   specializes   in   the   performance   of   
music   by   living   composers.   Jordan   has   been   the   featured   soloist   with   the   United   States   Air   
Force   Band,   University   of   Memphis   Wind   Ensemble,   and   the   Lansing   and   Ann   Arbor   
Community   Concert   Bands.   As   the   Tenor   Saxophonist   of   ~Nois,   Jordan   performs   extensively   in   
the   Chicago   area   and   across   the   United   States.   He   currently   serves   as   Applied   Instructor   of   
Classical   Saxophone   at   The   University   of   Illinois   Chicago   and   helps   manage   Evanston   Space,   a   
live   music   hall   in   Evanston,   Illinois.     
  

Exploring   loneliness   and   vulnerability,   “I   Know   Alone”   features   three   works   for   amplified   solo   
saxophone   by   composers   who   draw   heavily   upon   pop   influences   to   create   enormous,   lush,   
electronic   textures   that   envelope   the   audience   in   sound,   allowing   for   the   sound   of   amplified   
tenor   saxophone   to   sing   through   from   the   stage.   The   program   is   bookended   by   two   pieces   by   
Brooklyn   based   composer,   Cassie   Wieland,   with   the   centerpiece   of   the   program   being   
"Imbrium"   by   Gemma   Peacocke..    https://www.jordanlulloff.com/     
  

eyelid   (2018)   -   Cassie   Wieland   
hands   (2017)   -   Cassie   Wieland     
Imbrium   (2019)   -   Gemma   Peacocke   

  
  

Native   of   Albuquerque,   New   Mexico,    Dr.   Katrina   Clements    is   a   clarinetist/music   educator   
based   in   Scottsdale,   Arizona.   Clements   performs   as   a   founding   member   of   the   Harbinger   Duo,   
commissioning   and   performing   new   works   for   clarinet   duet.   Clements’   current   work,   has   
centered   on   research   and   promotion   of   works   for   clarinet   and   multimedia   that   include   visuals.   In   
2019,   she   gave   the   world   premiere   of   a   multimedia   work   at   the   International   ClarinetFest.   She   
has   continued   commissioning   works   that   explore   this   genre,   catalogued   over   100   solo/chamber   

  

https://www.jordanlulloff.com/


  
works   for   clarinet   and   multimedia,   and   lectured   on   the   topic.   Clements   received   her   Doctor   of   
Musical   Arts   degree   from   ASU.    www.katrinaclements.com     
    
“Sound   Lenses”   is   a   program   of   works   for   clarinet,   electronics,   and   visuals.   Roadrunner,   I’d   
known   this   place,   and   Spectral   Passages,   all   feature   a   unique   combination   of   music   and   visuals   
through   pre-recorded   video,   live   audio   generative   animations,   and   fixed   painted   media.   
Roadrunner   creates   an   immersive   experience   in   the   southwest   desert   speaking   to   the  
importance   of   preservation   of   the   American   Southwest.   I’d   known   this   place   explores   the   
transformation   of   memory   and   human   ability   to   reconstruct   memories   to   create   new   
organization.   Spectral   Passages   presents   layers   of   sound   and   color   to   explore   spectrums   in   the   
“in-between”   spaces   that   are   often   overlooked.   
  

Sound   Lenses   
A   Multimedia   Performance   featuring   three   works   for   Clarinet,   Electronics,   and   Visuals   
  

Roadrunner   (2019)   for   clarinet,   fixed-electronics,   and   video   
Composer   -   Spencer   Brand   
Video   -   Samuel   Proctor   
  

I’d   known   this   Place   (2020)   for   clarinet,   live   electronics,   and   audio   generative   animations   
Composer   -   Dan   Caputo:     
Audio   Generative   Animations   -   Andrew   Robinson   
  

Spectral   Passages   (2020)   for   clarinet,   fixed   electronics,   and   painting     
Composer   -   Alvaro   Varas   
Painter   -    Miguel   Godoy     
  
  
  
  
  

  

http://www.katrinaclements.com/

